Discipleship of Equals!
1 January 2007

Schedule

7:00 – 7:20  LIFErs arrive  
Icebreaker  
Sign-in
7:20 – 7:25  Explain Icebreaker Connection  
Meeting Topic Intro  
Dr. Seuss Book Reading
7:25 – 7:40  Song  
Break LIFErs into groups and plan skits
7:40 – 8:00  Perform skits
8:00 – 8:35  Small Groups
8:40 – 9:00  Closing Prayer

Jobs
Dylan – Food, Song, Dr. Seuss book  
Pera – Slide Show, Definition of Prayer, Introduction Prayer  
Amy – props for skits, small group questions  
Rachel – Icebreaker, props  
Sierra – props, sign-in  
Jeff – props  
Grace – Icebreaker, props

Icebreaker
Each LIFEr gets a job/description on their back, and are to be treated as a stereotypical person of the that type would be addressed. They then have to guess who they are. Explanation of connection with meeting topic by Pera

Definition of ‘Discipleship of Equals’
Pera – focusing on unique found of Marianist Family, way in which this informs Marianist life

Dr. Seuss Book
- The Sneetches  
- Read by Dylan, Kindergarten style
Skits
Should deal with the theme of the meeting, and be creative

Small Groups
TBA care of Sierra and Kathleen
Questions:
  How did you feel about the ice breaker? Were you happy with what you were?
  What did you think about other people and their roles?
  What are some stereotypes that cause inequality?
  What did you think about the Dr. Seuss book?
  What are ways to help promote a discipleship of equals in the world?
  Did you think the skits did a good job at getting across their message?
  Do you think living as equal disciples is in today’s world?
  Do you have any thoughts or comments about the activities?

Closing Prayer
  Slideshow – Pera
  Simple final Prayer
  Sign of Peace
  Announcements
  LIFE Cheer